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A B S T R A C T   

The move towards impact-based forecasting presents a challenge for forecasters, who must 
combine information not just on what the weather might be, but also on what the weather might 
do. Such forecasts require an integration of both likelihood and impact severity information to 
issue a particular weather warning. The current pre-registered study focusses on forecasters’ and 
stakeholders’ thresholds for determining the level of impact-based warnings, set in an area of the 
world particularly susceptible to extreme weather events. Set in the context of one hazard (heavy 
rainfall or river flooding), forecasters and stakeholders from Indonesia, Malaysia and the 
Philippines provided hypothetical impact-based warnings for impacts of varying likelihood. Re-
sults indicated generally good alignment with the warnings implied by previously developed 
impact tables. In the one country where a comparison was possible (the Philippines), we did not 
find evidence to suggest that forecasters and stakeholders use different thresholds for issuing 
warnings. We suggest that warning thresholds should be subject to regular monitoring wherever 
in the world an impact-based approach is used.   

1. Introduction 

Within the global risks landscape, extreme weather events are perceived as the top risk in terms of likelihood, and eighth in terms of 
impact [1]. During 2000–2019, natural hazards such as tsunamis, volcanoes, earthquakes, cyclones, floods and landslides caused 1.23 
million deaths, affected over 4.03 billion people and led to economic losses of $2.97 trillion [2]. Whilst many of these events are well 
forecast with timely warnings issued, the far-reaching, adverse consequences for communities still persist. One proposed approach to 
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reducing the vast impact of these natural hazards is to lessen the gap between forecasts/warnings of weather events and the under-
standing of their potential impacts. This gap has been observed for both the general public, but also for civil protection and emergency 
management authorities (World Meteorological Organization [ [3]. In a bid to address this gap, there has been a paradigmatic shift 
towards multi-hazard impact-based forecasting (IBF), whereby forecasts include information not just on what the weather might be, 
but also on what the weather might do [3,4]. Such impact-based forecasts and warnings are issued with the intention that by antic-
ipating impacts, more effective pre-emptive/preparatory mitigative action can be undertaken to minimise adverse consequences 
associated with these hazards. Given the high stakes nature of such forecasts, it is vital that these are grounded in the best meteo-
rological modelling. However, it is not enough merely to improve meteorological modelling. The best forecasts in the world will mean 
little if the forecasts and warnings are not communicated, and understood, as intended. Improving the effectiveness of weather 
warnings thus requires a holistic approach – combining both physical and social science approaches. 

Traditionally, weather warnings are based on weather-based factors, such as wind speed of at least x mph, or at least x cm of rainfall 
in a specific time period, usually expressed as a probability of this specific threshold being met or exceeded. In effect, such warnings 
only really consider the hazard, whereas impact-based warnings also involve a consideration of exposure (“who and what may be 
affected in an area in which hazardous events may occur” [ [3]; p. 4]) and vulnerability (“susceptibility of exposed elements … to suffer 
adverse effects when affected by a hazard” [ [3]; p. 4]), which may change over time. The same ‘hazard’ (e.g., wind of a particular 
speed and duration) will be more impactful in a densely populated area (i.e., high exposure) with poorly constructed buildings that are 
unable to withstand high wind speeds (i.e., high vulnerability) than in a sparsely populated (low exposure) area with robust buildings 
constructed to withstand high winds (low vulnerability). It is therefore vital to have detailed information on exposure and vulnerability 
(in addition to hazard information), so as to identify likely impacts in order to issue impact-based warnings (IBWs) [5]. Then, one way 
of deciding the level of warning is to make reference to an Impact Risk Matrix which combines impact severity with likelihood in a 
traffic light scheme, with warnings ranging from 1 (Minor) to 4 (Take Action) [3,4] (see Fig. 1). A necessary requirement for impact 
forecasting is the availability of adequate impact data [5], which may be assessed in different ways, for instance algorithmically (e.g., 
Refs. [6–8], or from impact libraries – a collection of possible impacts associated with a specific hazard (see Supplementary Materials, 
Table S1-Table S3 for examples) and classified according to their severity level (minimal/very low, minor/low, significant/medium, 
severe/high) [9,10]. Whilst more complex scientific techniques to assess impacts continue to be developed, determining the severity of 
impacts is still typically a subjective undertaking. Gaining an understanding of how these decisions are made is crucial to ensuring the 
effectiveness of impact-based forecasts. 

1.1. Investigating the effectiveness of impact-based forecasts 

Research investigating the utility of IBF has typically compared IBWs to traditional threshold-based warnings, examining their 
influence on understanding, risk perceptions and behavioural intentions [11–19]. Studies typically use hypothetical scenarios, in 
which participants are placed in a role, such as that of a resident or factory worker, and asked to decide on a series of actions. A few 
studies have sought to use more naturalistic, field methods when comparing warnings, for instance by using a smartphone application 
from a weather provider [20,21]. The results of research on IBWs is largely mixed – some studies report increased levels of under-
standing, increased intentions to engage in protective behaviours [11–13,19] and increased risk perceptions (levels of worry and fear, 
[14], for IBWs. Conversely, other studies have found no effect of IBWs on understanding, risk perceptions or behavioural inten-
tions/responses versus standard warnings [16,17,20,21]. Much of this existing research has generally measured understanding using 
self-report measures, such as ‘ease of understanding’, whereby participants are asked to rate perceived comprehensibility of the 
warning. Potter et al. [17]; for example, asked participants to indicate their level of agreement regarding the statement: “I find it easy 
to understand the possible effects of the weather event” on a five-point Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. 
Although Taylor et al. [22] measured objective understanding (i.e., by measuring agreement with six statements which had an 
objectively correct answer), agreements were far more common than disagreements for all statements (three of which were true, three 
of which were false), possibly suggesting a degree of response bias. 

The ambiguity in findings from existing research thus clearly illustrates the need to further develop novel, direct measures for 
investigating user understanding of IBWs, as employed in the current study. Moreover, there is a pressing need for research to widen 
the definition of ‘user.’ The majority of existing research has focused on the general public as forecast users, rather than considering 
forecasters or stakeholders (used here to refer to disaster managers, civil protection agencies, emergency services etc) who are less far 
along in the warning value chain process – the chain of organisations involved in producing a warning [23,24]. The benefits of IBF are 
frequently cited for stakeholders, tasked with making timely effective decisions to mitigate impacts for all [5,25]. The current study 
addresses how (one element of) IBWs are used and understood by forecasters and key forecast users (stakeholders). 

1.1.1. The importance of alignment of impact thresholds 
Effective communication requires two components – firstly, the communicator must be perceived as a credible source of infor-

mation. Secondly, for information to be used effectively, the audience must understand the information as the communicator intended 
[26]. Identifying whether IBWs align with those implied by the original impact table is therefore instructive for ensuring forecasts are 
effectively communicated. Forecasters must be able to communicate their specialist knowledge to stakeholders, such that those 
stakeholders then have the most accurate information readily accessible with which to plan mitigation actions. This requires an 
alignment of threshold values across forecasters and stakeholders. As well as aiding efficient mitigation action, threshold alignment is 
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also likely to increase stakeholders’ trust in the forecasters. Meteorological forecasts rely on probabilistic predictions. Consequently, 
forecasters must determine the costs associated with ‘misses’ (where a warning is not issued and a high impact weather event occurs) 
and ‘false alarms’ (where a warning is issued, but a high impact weather event does not subsequently occur).1 Both misses and false 
alarms (which may result from well-calibrated forecasters) can reduce subsequent trust in a forecaster, even if they do not happen 
repeatedly [27–34]. Such a loss in trust also has potential implications for future behaviour, with misses and false alarms found to be 
associated with reduced public responsiveness to future warnings (measured by behavioural intentions, [18,32]. Whilst both misses 
and false alarms can occur in well-calibrated forecasters whose thresholds are aligned with those of stakeholders, an alignment of the 
thresholds of forecasters and stakeholders provides one line of defence against their perception as a miss or false alarm, and subsequent 
losses of trust. This point is best made with an example: Consider a forecaster with a liberal threshold for a high impact event, 
forecasting the likelihood of such an event to be ‘high’, as per the impact matrix. An event with the impacts envisioned by the forecaster 
subsequently occurred. Such a forecast may nevertheless be perceived as a false alarm by a stakeholder if they had a more conservative 
threshold for a high impact weather event, and the resulting impacts did not meet their threshold. Consequently, an alignment of 
thresholds between forecasters and stakeholders will maximise the appropriateness of stakeholders’ mitigation actions, whilst being 
conducive to the maintenance of stakeholders’ trust in forecasters. 

1.2. Current study 

Despite the global rollout of the impact-based approach to forecasting, little research exists on the decision processes behind how 
warnings are assigned, nor on how they are understood by those other than the general public. We sought to address this gap in an area 
of the world particularly susceptible to extreme weather events – South East Asia [35]. In Indonesia, over the past 40 years, an average 
of 300 disasters occurred per year, with an average death toll of around 8000 [36]. In the last two decades, Malaysia has experienced 
51 natural hazard events, with a death toll of 281 [37]. Since 1990, the Philippines has been affected by 565 natural hazard events, 
with a death toll of just under 70,000 [38]. However, the development and use of IBWs is still relatively new in these countries, a factor 
which the Weather and Climate Science for Service Partnership (WCSSP) South East Asia project aims to address by forming strong, 
sustainable science and innovation partnerships [39]. 

Focusing on forecasters and stakeholders from Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines, we here investigate how likelihood and 
impact information from impact tables is understood and used to assign IBWs, specifically relating to the alignment of decision 
thresholds. 

The study had two main objectives:  

1. Compare the (hypothetical) impact-based warnings issued by forecasters and stakeholders with those implied by the original 
impact table.  

2. Compare the thresholds for issuing warnings between forecasters and stakeholders. 

2. Method 

We conducted the same study design across the three countries and thus in the following, we report the methodology generally, 
highlighting differences between countries as appropriate. Authors wishing to view the methods, separated by country, are directed to 
the pre-registration document at: https://osf.io/rkz7v/?view_only=08f20763e7a2416caafec0085390cb39 (Study 2). 

Fig. 1. Impact risk matrix.  

1 It is important to note that misses and false alarms are both inevitable for probabilistic predictions, and thus should not be considered errors. 
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Table 1 
Participant information for partner countries.  

Country (Partner) Full completions (n) Demographics Data Collection Period 

Forecasters Stakeholders 

Indonesia (BMKG) 96 89 
44 male, 43 female, 2 prefer not to say, aged between 17 and 45 
(Mdn = 27.5, one missing) 
IBF experience: 
21.3% little or no experience; 31.4% some training; 42.6% some 
experience; 4.5% a lot of experience. 

7–5 male, 2 female aged between 21 and 47 (Mdn = 21) 
Approached those from: National Disaster Management Agency, 
Regional Disaster Management Agency Jakarta 
Role: 
28.5% disaster management, 71.4% ‘use forecasts’ 
IBF experience: 
42.9% little or no experience; 42.9% some experience; 14.2% a lot of 
experience. 

November 22nd 
2020–January 20th 2021 

Malaysia 
(MetMalaysia) 

57 (one unspecified 
job role) 

51 
22 male, 26 female, 3 prefer not to say, aged between 26 and 49 
(Mdn = 38) 
IBF experience: 
50.9% little or no experience; 15.7% some training; 31.4% some 
experience; 2.0% a lot of experience. 

5–1 male, 4 female, aged between 30 and 41 (Mdn = 39) 
Approached those from: 
National Disaster Management Agency 
Drainage and Irrigation Department 
Role: 60.0% disaster management, 40.0% ‘use forecasts’ 
IBF experience: 
40% little or no experience; 60% some experience. 

November 27th 2020–January 
20th 2021 

Philippines 
(PAGASA) 

54 28 
15 male, 13 female, aged between 25 and 62 (Mdn = 32.5) 
IBF experience: 
39.2% little or no experience; 32.1% some training; 28.6% some 
experience. 

26–16 male, 10 female, aged between 22 and 62 (Mdn = 35) 
Approached: 
DRRM Officers from several Local Government Units in Metro Manila 
and Metro Cebu 
Role: 92.3% disaster management, 3.8% emergency services, 3.8% 
‘use forecasts’ 
IBF experience: 
34.6% little or no experience; 42.3% some training; 23.1% some 
experience. 

November 11th 2020–January 
20th 2021  
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2.1. Participants 

Forecasters and stakeholders were recruited by the South East Asian authors to participate in this online study. A description of the 
study and the survey link was emailed to those identified by the local authors, with reminder emails sent periodically throughout the 
data collection period (indicated in Table 1).2 The Philippines also carried out an IBF training seminar during the data collection 
period, attended by stakeholders from several Local Government Units (LGUs) in Metro Manila and Metro Cebu, where they were also 
approached to participate. For full demographic details of each sample, see Table 1. Participation in the study was not remunerated. 
Ethical approval was granted from the Departmental Ethics Chair for Experimental Psychology (University College London). 

2.2. Design 

The design of the study was based on the World Meteorological Organisation’s [3] Impact Risk Matrix for impact-based weather 
warnings (see Fig. 1). Impact severity (four levels – minimal, minor, significant and severe3) was manipulated within-participants by 
picking impacts from the relevant sections of each country’s impact tables (see Supplementary Materials, Table S1-Table S3). Our 
design focussed on forecasts made when likelihood is ‘high’, given that it is only when likelihood is ‘high’ that four different warning 
levels are prescribed for each of the four different impact categories (see Fig. 1). Consequently, all impacts were presented as having 
high likelihood at some point in the task. Given that impact tables already existed within the three countries, we were interested in the 
recovered impact severity thresholds when participants combined likelihood and impact severity information. To reinforce this task 
requirement and also increase ecological validity, a random selection of impacts were presented twice (see Table 2), but the second 
time presented as having either a medium, low or very low likelihood. This random selection of impacts was interspersed within the 
task. Participant group (forecaster or stakeholder) was a between-participants variable. 

2.3. Materials 

Impacts were presented in the context of a specific hazard, selected in collaboration with the South East Asian authors on the basis 
of its high relevance to that country and the existence of a pre-developed impact table (see Table 2). Each impact and its likelihood 
level was individually presented, one at a time in a randomised order. Participants were asked to assign a warning level, on a scale of 1 
(Minor) to 4 (Take Action; see Fig. 2). On the advice of the local authors, materials were presented in English in Malaysia and the 
Philippines, and translated into Bahasa in Indonesia. Although a complete back translation was not possible, the translation was 
undertaken by SA and RN and checked by AW, with random selections additionally checked by RB and SJ. 

2.4. Procedure 

The study was run online via Qualtrics, with participants able to complete the study in more than one session. Before beginning the 
tasks, participants were asked a series of demographic questions. They were asked to indicate: gender (male/female/prefer not to say); 
age; their area of work (meteorology/disaster management/civil protection/emergency services/other – Please indicate if, in your 
work, you typically use forecasts/or prepare them) and their level of experience with IBF (little or no experience/some training/some 
experience/a lot of experience). 

Participants first completed a related study using the psychometric paradigm (see https://osf.io/rkz7v/‘Study 1 – Impact Per-
ceptions’4). In this, participants were asked to rate severe impacts on a number of characteristics, including their destructiveness, scope 
of area affected and predictability, in relation to a specific hazard (specified in Table 2). 

Participants were then presented with instructions for the second (current) task, asking them to consider the presented impact and 
likelihood information, and indicate which warning level they would assign. They were asked to consider the impacts solely in relation 
to their country. 

On the next screen, participants were presented with one of the impacts and a specified likelihood level and asked to assign a 
warning, from one of the four labels (see Fig. 2), with the impact risk matrix provided below for context. The impacts were presented in 
a random order to avoid order effects. The subsequent screen showed another randomly presented impact and likelihood level, and so 
on and so forth, until the participant had rated the full set of impacts. Finally, participants were thanked and debriefed. 

3. Results 

We specified a minimum number of participants (n = 30) for each group (forecasters and stakeholders in each country) in our pre- 
registration, but this was not reached in the Indonesian or Malaysian samples (seven and five stakeholders, respectively). We therefore 
only conducted analysis on the forecaster group in these samples.5 Although we fell slightly short of this number in the Filipino sample 
(28 forecasters, 26 stakeholders), this was far more than the number of stakeholders recruited in either of the other two countries and 

2 We pre-registered that we would aim to collect as many participants as possible (minimum of 30 per group) within a specified timeframe (four weeks). The 
specialist nature of the sample meant there were limited numbers of individuals to recruit from at each organisation. In light of this, and following feasibility dis-
cussions with the South East Asia authors, we settled on 30 participants. Given our difficulties with obtaining this minimum number of participants after four weeks, 
we subsequently extended the data collection period. No data analyses were undertaken prior to the full reported samples being recruited. 

3 In the Philippines, impact severity was presented with the following four levels – minimal/very low, minor/low, significant/medium, severe/high – See Fig. 1. 
4 This study was written up separately, owing to its different aims and methodology. 
5 Although we did not pre-register any exclusion criteria, one participant did not complete any of the questions in the Malaysian sample and was removed from 

analysis, leaving a total of 50 forecasters. 
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roughly evenly distributed. We thus continued to conduct analyses on both groups in this sample.6 

The following analysis only features ratings of impacts where they were presented as having high likelihood. Because we were 
interested in understanding how forecasters and stakeholders view every impact, so as to gain a precise understanding of any de-
viations from extant impact tables, or between forecasters and stakeholders, our primary analyses are at the level of individual impacts. 

We coded responses such that Green (Minor) warnings were assigned a value of 1, Yellow (Be Aware) warnings assigned a value of 
2, Orange (Be Prepared) warnings assigned a value of 3 and Red (Take Action) assigned a value of 4. 

3.1. Objective 1. compare the (hypothetical) impact-based warnings issued by forecasters and stakeholders with those implied by the 
original impact table – planned analysis 

We created ‘alignment scores’ to capture how extreme the warning was in relation to the original impact table (see Supplementary 
Materials, Table S1-Table S3). This was calculated as the participant’s answer minus the ‘original’ impact categorisation, see Table 3. 
Following Barnes et al. [27]; we use the term ‘over-warning’ to refer to warnings which were of higher severity than prescribed by the 

Table 2 
Design and materials by country.  

Country Hazard Number of Impacts Number of Impacts Presented Twice Total Number of Ratings 

Indonesia Heavy rainfall 43 8 51 
Malaysia River flooding 56 12 68 
Philippines Heavy rainfall 58 12 70  

Fig. 2. Example question for Filipino participants.  

6 No analyses were undertaken before the decision was made to stop data collection. 
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original impact table, with the term ‘under-warning’ relating to warnings which were of lower severity. 
We created an overall alignment score, which was an average of all of the alignment scores for each impact.7 We subsequently 

conducted four, One Sample Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests (two tailed) on overall alignment score (see Table 4). Generally, performance in 
Malaysia and the Philippines was similar in so far as the three samples typically gave more over-warnings. In contrast, in Indonesia, 
overall alignment scores suggested forecasters generally gave more under-warnings. 

3.1.1. Exploratory analysis 
The overall alignment scores do not, however, give us the full picture when it comes to the impact categories, so we also inves-

tigated alignment scores for each level of impact severity. These were calculated as an average of the alignment scores for each impact 
within the minimal, minor, significant and severe categories. We then conducted One Sample Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests (two tailed) on 
each of the four alignment scores (see Table 5). 

All four samples across the three countries gave more over-warnings for minimal impacts, though the extent to which this occurred 
differed by country. The Malaysian sample gave far larger over-warnings (87.5% of impacts had a median score of 3, and the rest had a 
median score of 2) compared to the Indonesian and Filipino samples. In Indonesia, 100% of impacts had a median of 2, and in the 
Filipino sample, the majority of impacts had a median score of 2 or 3. 

Similarly, all four samples gave more over-warnings for minor impacts, though to a lesser degree than for minimal impacts. The 
extent of over-warnings was smallest in the Indonesian sample, followed by the Filipino samples, with the largest over-warnings 
occurring in the Malaysian sample. Only a minority of impacts (8%) in the Malaysian sample had a median score of 2. 

The samples differed slightly more by country in their warnings for significant impacts. The Filipino sample showed good alignment 
with the impact table. The Indonesian sample gave more under-warnings with just over half of impacts with a median of 3 and the rest 
a median of 2. Again, the Malaysian sample gave more over-warnings, issuing higher warnings than implied by the impact table. 

Finally, all of the samples gave under-warnings for severe impacts, though again the extent of this differed by country. The 
Indonesian sample seemed reluctant to issue the highest warning at all – only 12% of impacts had a median of 4. In contrast, the 
Malaysian and Filipino samples under-warned to a lesser degree – the majority of impacts in the Malaysian and Filipino forecasters had 
a median of 4 (83.3% and 100%, respectively), though this was 50% for the Filipino stakeholders. 

Overall, with the exception of Malaysian participants’ warnings for severe impacts, the pattern of any areas is in the expected 
direction if participants are generally consistent with the impact tables. That is, overall one expects minimal impacts to be over-warned 
(and severe impacts to be under-warned) given that there is only one possible direction of error. Consequently, this regressive pattern 
of results (slight over-warnings for minimal and minor impacts, slight under-warnings for significant and severe impacts) is to be 
expected and should not be over-interpreted at the group level. It is, however, important for countries to investigate specific impacts 
which might be showing greater discrepancies from the impact tables (see Supplementary Materials, Table S4-Table S6). For instance, 
in Indonesia, the median warning for ‘closure of low-lying bridges’ was yellow (Supplementary Materials Table S4, when in fact the 
original impact tables categorise this as severe and imply a red warning. We return to the possible consequences of such discrepancies 
in the discussion. 

3.2. Objective 2. compare the thresholds for issuing warnings between forecasters and stakeholders – planned analyses 

Owing to difficulties recruiting stakeholders in Malaysia and Indonesia, we could only investigate this in the Filipino sample. We 
carried out a two-sided Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test on warning ratings for each of the 58 impacts, see Supplementary Materials Table S6. 
We only observed significant group differences (p < .05) for seven impacts (one in the minimal category, six in the severe category). 
Generally, forecasters gave more precautionary (over-) warnings than stakeholders for severe impacts, but for the minor impact, the 
opposite occurred. Given the relatively small sample size and the fact that these differences were no longer significant with a Bon-
ferroni correction applied, we see the results as consistent with the notion that forecasters and stakeholders use similar thresholds for 
issuing warnings. 

4. Discussion 

Whilst existing research has investigated the utility of IBF, this has largely focused on the general public as users of the forecasts and 

Table 3 
Calculation of alignment score.   

‘Original’ Impact Categorisation  

1 2 3 4 

Participant Answer 1 0 − 1 − 2 − 3 
2 1 0 − 1 − 2 
3 2 1 0 − 1 
4 3 2 1 0 

Note: Score of 0 represents complete alignment, a negative score represents an under-warning, and a positive score represents an over-warning. 

7 For impacts which appeared in more than one category (i.e., 3 and 4), the ‘alignment score’ was calculated as zero, if the participant answered either 3 or 4 (and 
thus − 1 if they answered 2 and -2 if they answered 1). 
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assessed understanding using self-report measures. In the current study, we took an entirely novel approach, focusing on forecasters 
and stakeholders, assessing understanding via a quantitative warning decision task. Specifically, we compared IBWs issued by fore-
casters and stakeholders with those implied by the extant impact tables developed in those countries. To do so, we calculated 
alignment scores which showed that, generally, participants in Malaysia and Philippines gave more over-warnings (i.e., issued higher 
warnings than implied by the impact table), whereas participants in Indonesia gave more under-warnings (i.e., issued lower warnings 
than implied by the impact table). 

The overall alignment scores did not, however, give us the full picture when it came to specific impact categories, so we also 
investigated alignment scores for each level of impact severity. Generally, if participants’ thresholds are approximately aligned with 
the impact table thresholds, but include some noise, we would expect to observe positive alignment scores (over-warnings) for minimal 
and minor impacts, and negative alignment scores (under-warnings) for significant and severe impacts. On the whole, this is mostly 
what we found, though the extent to which this occurred varied by country. Over-warnings for minimal and minor impacts were larger 
in Malaysia than in Indonesia and Philippines, where similar levels of over-warning were observed. It was a slightly different picture 
for significant impacts – participants in the Philippines were very well aligned, but whilst participants in Indonesia provided under- 
warnings, participants in Malaysia showed the opposite pattern. Finally, for severe impacts, warnings were associated with particularly 
low severity levels in Indonesia, with very few uses of the ‘Take Action’ warning. The extent of under-warnings was smaller in the 
Filipino and Malaysian samples. 

Table 5 shows that minimal impacts were associated with greater over-warnings than severe impacts were associated with under- 
warnings. Such a pattern is consistent with an asymmetric loss function account [40]. This account proposes that when estimating 
uncertain events, individuals are sensitive to the consequences of mis-estimating, which are asymmetric for over-versus un-
derestimates. The greater the disutility of the event, the more costly the errors of underestimating often are. In the context of 
impact-based forecasting, under-warnings could lead to a failure to take a threat seriously enough and thus failures to engage in 
appropriate mitigative actions with potentially fatal consequences. Such an account has been proposed as an explanation for why 
individuals overestimate probabilities associated with severe negative events [41]. Although overestimations may give rise to a few 
costs, such as unnecessary monitoring, these will often be less than those associated with underestimates. Consequently, over-warnings 
are a way of protecting oneself against the negative effects of underestimation and could underlie the decision thresholds used for 
warnings in the current experiment. Similarly, when making evacuation decisions, the belief that it is ‘better to be safe than sorry’ often 
leads people to err on the side of caution [30,42]. 

Close attention should be paid to the observation that Indonesian forecasters appeared reluctant to use the highest warning 
category (see Supplementary Materials Table S4), which could prove costly in more ways than just opportunities for taking mitigative 
action (as highlighted above). For instance, an event which occurs with more severe impacts than predicted could lead to reduced 
communicator credibility [30] and also reduced responsiveness to future warnings [18,32]. 

Overall, in general, both forecasters and stakeholders seemed relatively well-aligned with the impact tables in this hypothetical 
warning issuing task. On the basis of these results, we suggest forecasters and stakeholders are understanding IBWs approximately as 
intended (at least as implied by the impact tables). These encouraging results are in line with some of the previous research which has 
demonstrated better understanding amongst the public for IBWs versus traditional, threshold-based weather warnings [17,19]. Thus, 
the early signs are promising for IBWs fulfilling their intended purpose of improving the utility of weather forecasting. 

4.1. Comparing forecasters and stakeholders 

Reassuringly, we found little evidence of differences between forecasters and stakeholders in their thresholds for issuing warnings. 
This increases the likelihood that suitable mitigation action will be taken on the basis of the forecast. Of course, these are tentative 

Table 4 
Median overall alignment score by country.  

Country Mdn r (effect size) 

Indonesia - 0.30*** - 0.72 
Malaysia 0.48*** 0.61 
Philippines Forecasters 0.24*** 0.70 

Stakeholder 0.23* 0.43 

Z value = − 6.67 (Indonesia), 4.29 (Malaysia), 3.70 (Filipino forecasters), 2.20 (Filipino stakeholders). 
***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05. 

Table 5 
Median alignment scores for each level of impact severity by country.   

Median Alignment Score  

Minimal Minor Significant Severe 

Indonesia 1.00*** 0.25*** - 0.29*** - 0.82*** 
Malaysia 1.88*** 1.08*** 0.35*** - 0.56*** 
Philippines Forecasters 1.17*** 0.47*** - 0.03 - 0.22*** 

Stakeholder 1.28*** 0.60*** 0.03 - 0.38*** 

***p < .001 (from Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests). 
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conclusions, made on the results from a relatively small sample of forecasters and stakeholders, and relatively early in the development 
of IBF in the Philippines. It is therefore worth monitoring this in the future, to ensure alignment between the two groups is maintained. 
However, the current data suggest that the efforts the Philippines have made to build relationships with stakeholders including civil 
protection and disaster managers (see Ref. [39] seem to be paying off in terms of building a consistent situational understanding. 
Future strong working relationships can only be beneficial in this regard. Indeed, the WMO [3] guidelines specifically highlight that 
strong partnerships between meteorological organisations and relevant agencies/user communities are key to providing effective 
impact forecast and warning services (a point specifically emphasized in the [4] guidelines). Such collaboration will result in a range of 
benefits, including improved risk assessments and monitoring, early warning, enhanced responses to natural hazards, and ultimately, 
lives saved. 

It is important to note that there is no rationale to generalise the aforementioned finding in the Philippines to Indonesia, Malaysia 
or, indeed, any other country adopting IBF. The efforts that the Philippines have made to build relationships between stakeholders and 
forecasters likely contributes to both the general alignment we observe, but also our ability to recruit stakeholders in the Philippines to 
enable such an analysis in the first instance – in short, a selection bias. 

4.2. Further considerations 

The applied nature of this research meant that we needed to recruit participants such as forecasters and stakeholders, who were 
working full-time and already had considerable demands on their time, which was exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. We were 
therefore unable to recruit as many participants as we would have liked, particularly stakeholders. We also recognise that there were 
differences in the age of participants and the level of experience with/training in IBF within our samples. It is possible that these factors 
could influence results and thus follow up work should seek to recruit a larger, more diverse sample, whereby one could compare the 
effect of training to assess its relevance and effectiveness. Furthermore, the recruitment of non-remunerated experts also necessitated 
as much brevity as possible in the experimental materials. Consequently, we were only able to investigate impact perceptions for one 
hazard within each country, and provided very limited detail about the meteorological information on which forecasters were meant to 
base their forecasts. Whilst the current signs are promising, this research should be extended to investigate a range of hazards, using a 
more meteorologically realistic task. 

The current paradigm involved the assignment of a warning on the basis of information about one impact at one specific timepoint. 
However, in a real-world context, a hazard will have multiple impacts, which may vary in severity and which may change over time. 
Future research should therefore seek to investigate how forecasters aggregate across a number of impacts to produce a single warning. 
For instance, investigating which warning is most appropriate given a number of cross category impacts (e.g., mostly significant but 
with a couple of severe impacts) – does the presence of just one or two severe impacts increase the warning level? There is also the 
question of how warnings are interpreted when they change over time, for instance going from a yellow to an orange warning. Whilst 
the current research represents a starting point to the investigation of impact-based warnings, simulating real-world contexts as closely 
as possible will further increase the generalisability of findings. Additionally, given resource demands, future research might consider 
focusing on impacts relating to human casualties (as suggested by an anonymous reviewer), in light of the higher costs of mis-
interpretations associated with such impacts. 

4.3. Conclusions and implications 

Overall, we found warnings issued by stakeholders and forecasters were relatively well-aligned with those implied by the impact 
table. In addition, we did not find evidence to suggest that forecasters and stakeholders use different thresholds for issuing warnings 
within the Philippines. Further developing relationships between meteorological organisations and stakeholders is key to ensuring the 
success of impact-based forecasting. Continued monitoring of threshold perceptions in Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines will be 
beneficial to ensure communication effectiveness in this region. More generally, we argue that such monitoring should be a critical 
aspect of continued evaluations of impact-based forecasting practices, wherever in the world these are utilised. 
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